DoubleRose is the name of the jewelry brand founded by Claudia Hamann Edelstein, a German/Italian
gemstone company since 1990. It refers to the DoubleRose cut patented by our company, it came natural
to call Doublerose even the jewelry line that we have been producing in the last few years.
The bracelets in this catalogue are named “tennis bracelets” because professional tennis player Chris
Evert lost a diamond bracelet designed by George Bedewi while she was playing a match during the
1987 US Open. It was a riviere, jointed bracelet with diamonds that covered also closure making it
invisible. The closure of the bracelet had snapped causing the bracelet to get lost. Evert asked to suspend
the game until her bracelet was found. The news was largely reported by television and newspapers
causing that typical diamond bracelet to be called “tennis bracelet”. By the way, Evert, at that time
second in the world ranking, won the tournament for the fourth time.
The simplicity of tennis bracelets has always fascinated us and dealing with colored gemstones,
selecting stones according to size and color has always been part of our job. We began to assemble lines
of stones in single color or in shades. Voilà, tennis bracelets appeared before our eyes, they only needed
gold settings which were chosen in 18 kt yellow, white and rose gold to best match the color of the
stones. They are exclusively designed and made for us by Italian goldsmith. These colored bracelets have
enjoyed such immediate success that they have become the flagship of our jewelry branch.
We choose our gems from conflict-free areas. They are mined, traded and cut according to the highest
ethical and political standards as our company is an Accredited Ethical Member (AEM) in the trade of
gems and jewelry aiming to raise awareness and promote ethic, responsible and sustainable practices.
We collect the rough gemstones directly from the mine, test them gemological and only cut gemstones of
high quality. The gemstones are chosen according to the strictest criteria for their remarkable hardness
and high light refraction, which gives them this extraordinary brightness and brilliance. After this they are
shaped, faceted in brilliant cut and chosen to become part of these delicate color lines.
Our tennis bracelets mingle Italian creativity and German precision. If diamonds are said to be “a girl’s
best friends” with a clear reference to a materialistic world, our bracelets, featuring gemstones sorted
in a wide variety of shades and colors, can convey many more different moods, feelings and stories,
proving timelessly elegant. With these bracelets we have transformed our professionality into the art of
expressing feelings and stirring up emotions.
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RAINBOW TENNIS BRACELET
Words cannot explain the beauty of this
bracelet just as it is impossible to describe the
magic of a rainbow. All the colors are here in
a continuous circle of shades: the result is so
amazing that it is impossible not to smile and
feel happier.

Gemstone – Sapphire in fancy color
rainbow shade
Mineral group – Corundum.
Origin – Madagascar.
Setting – 18kt pink gold.
Curiosities – In Greek and Roman mythology
the rainbow was the trail left by the gods’
messenger Iris when she ran from heaven to
earth to bring messages.
In the Old Testament, Genesis the rainbow
is the sign of god’s promise to Noah that he
would never again send a flood to earth.
Corundum is a large group of gemstones. They
appear in different colors depending on the
trace amount of different elements trapped
into the stones. If they are blue, they are
simply called sapphires. If they are red they
are called rubies. If they are white, they are
called white sapphires. Any other color from
yellow to green, from pink to purple or orange
are referred to as fancy sapphires.
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BURMESE RED TENNIS BRACELET
Rubies show all their brilliance and the beauty
of their deep shade in this one color bracelet.
Red stands for love, passion and desire, but
also for success and power. In general it
communicates positivity and action.

Gemstone – Ruby.
Mineral group – Corundum, remarkable
brilliance and hardness only second to
diamonds.
Origin – Myanmar (once called Burma) the
source of rubies since AD 600. The finest color
of Burmese rubies is deep red with a hint of
purple and is called “pigeon’s blood”
Setting – 18kt white gold.
Curiosities – The word ruby comes from the
Latin word ruber, which means red. Ruby
is one of the most significant gemstones in
history, it is mentioned four times in the Bible
associated with beauty and wisdom. It has
been appointed the most precious of the 12
stones created by God. In Sanskrit ruby is
called Ratnarag that is “king of the precious
stones”.
The world’s most valuable ruby is the Sunshine
Ruby auctioned in 2015 by Sotheby’s. Another
famous ruby among the largest and finest
in the world was donated by philanthropist
Peter Buck to the Smithsonian Museum in
Washington in memory of his wife.
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COLOMBIAN GREEN TENNIS BRACELET
Only emeralds from Colombia have this incomparable
green light, so true is it that it is not possible to
define their color other than Colombian green.
Green suggests harmony, balance, tranquility and
faithfulness. In ancient times emeralds were believed
to increase intelligence and protect marriages.
Ancient Egyptians believed emeralds to be symbols of
fertility and life. Green, as a matter of fact is the color
of hope and therefore connected with Spring and the
rebirth of nature. At the time of the Ming dynasty in
China, green was the color of heaven.

Gemstone – Emerald
Mineral group – Beryl - the intense green is due to
trace amounts of chromium.
Origin – Colombia
Setting – 18kt gold.
Curiosities-Spanish conquistadors were the ones who
marketed Colombian emeralds globally even though
they were mined in Colombia also in pre-Columbian
era. For centuries emeralds have been used in jewelry
to adorn tiaras and parures as in the magnificent
“tiara Duchess of Angouleme” now at the Louvre
Museum in Paris or the “Crown of the Andes” which
now belongs to the Metropolitan Museum of Art in
New York. The latter is adorned with 450 Colombian
emeralds, the largest being the “Atahualpa emerald”
named after the Incan emperor. Another very famous
gemstone is the “Gachalà emerald” an hexagonal
naturally formed crystal weighing 858 carats which
was found in 1967 and donated to the Smithsonian
Museum in Washington by jeweler Harry Winston.
Emerald is the official birthstone for May and the
gemstone for the 20th and 35th anniversary
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ROYAL BLUE VELVET TENNIS BRACELET
Smooth and velvety is the impression that
the deep blue color of these sapphires
communicates to the viewer. The intensity of
the shade of blue is enriched by the brilliance
of the gemstones and the result is impressive.
Blue sapphires of this shade have been great
favorites in for kings and queens since very
old times deserving the name of royal blue for
the finest color. These gems in jewelry have
come to symbolize nobility, truth, sincerity and
faithfulness.

Gemstone – Blue Sapphire.
Mineral group - Corundum
Origin – Sri Lanka
Setting – 18kt white gold.
Curiosities - The word sapphire comes from
the Greek word Sappheiros, which means
blue. In ancient Rome and ancient Greece blue
sapphires were said to protect their owners
from harm and envy. In the middle ages high
clergymen used to wear them as symbols of
heaven. The Stuart Sapphire named after the
first Stuart king of Scotland was set on queen
Victoria’s state crown which can be admired
with the other Crown Jewels at the Tower
of London. Queen Elizabeth celebrated her
Sapphire Jubilee in 2017.
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OCEAN WAVE TENNIS BRACELET
The color shades ranging from light to deep
blue are inspired by the ocean waves and
create this delicate effect. Deep blue is said to
communicate peace of mind while the lighter
shade are reported to transmit freshness and
expand imagination. It is the sea giving the blue
color to planet earth.

Gemstone - Blue Sapphire in color shade
Mineral group – Corundum
Origin – Madagascar and Sri Lanka
Setting – Black crabs in 18kt white gold
Curiosities - Blue sapphires have always been
associated with romance and the association
was reinforced when Charles Prince of Wales
gave a blue sapphire engagement ring to his
fiancée Lady Diana Spencer in 1981. One of the
most famous sapphires is the Logan sapphire,
named after Polly Logan who donated it to the
Smithsonian Institution: it is the second largest
blue sapphire known, weighing 422,99 carats
and can be seen at the National Museum of
Natural History in Washington DC.
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CANARY YELLOW TENNIS BRACELET
This bracelet shines in the full glory of yellow
just like the little bird it is named after. Yellow
is also the color of the sun and is traditionally
known for enhancing the intellect, opening the
eyes to the beauty of the world and balancing
the body. It also symbolizes knowledge and
wisdom and brings financial prosperity and
stability.

Gemstone – Sapphire in canary yellow
Mineral group – Corundum.
Origin – Kenya.
Setting – 18kt yellow gold.
Curiosities – The largest known yellow
sapphire weighing 400,06 carats is called
Ceylon Sunflower and is part of Michael
Scott’s collection.
Because of all these associations with so many
positive aspects of life, the yellow sapphire is a
perfect choice for a wedding and anniversary
gift, that is particularly recommended for the
7th anniversary.
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FLAMINGO TENNIS BRACELET
These gemstones take their name after
the flamingo’s cheerful plumage and enjoy
exceptional brilliance and brightness. Pink
is associated to romance, sweetness and
happiness.

Gemstone – Sapphire in Flamingo rose
pink
Mineral group – Corundum.
Origin – Sri Lanka and Madagascar
Setting – 18kt white gold.
Curiosities - Pink sapphires were favorite
choices in floral design jewelry for the famous
actress and princess Grace Kelly. Pink being
the color of romantic love, this bracelet is
perfect as a Valentine gift.
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PEACOCK TENNIS BRACELET
Just as in the peacock feather blue and green
combine in perfect harmony, the blue and
green sapphires of this bracelet are balanced
to convey the same idea. Blue is the color
of tranquility and balance, green stands for
renewal and vitality. Together they hint at self
confidence and positivity.

Gemstone – Sapphire in blue green
color shade
Mineral group – Corundum.
Origin – Madagascar
Setting – 18kt yellow gold
Curiosities – The peacock is the symbol of
watchfulness, integrity and of the beauty we
can achieve when we have the courage to
show our own true colors.
Sapphire is the September birthstone and the
official gemstone for the 5th, 45th and 75th
anniversary.
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PADPARADSCHA COLOUR SHADE TENNIS BRACELET
These gemstones shine in all the amazing
brilliant harmony of the shades from pink
to orange covering all the shades that
padparadscha presents in one single stone.
The flowing change of color of these amazing
sapphires is known for enhancing intuition,
mental clarity, wisdom and self-mastery.
These colors are also associated with pure
kindness, empathy and discernment.

Gemstone – Sapphire in padparadscha
color shade.
Mineral group – Corundum.
Origin – Madagascar and Sri Lanka
Setting – 18kt rose gold.
Curiosities - The name Padparadscha derives
from Sanskrit Padma Raga meaning lotus color
which these gemstones remind of. Sapphire
is the birthstone for September and the
recommended stone for the 5th anniversary.
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SUNRISE RED TENNIS BRACELET
Red grows from light to intense to let the
viewer enjoy the emotion of the rising
sun. Red symbolizes progress in self
awareness, ascertainment of truth and steady
advancement in the path of life.

Gemstone – Sapphire in pink to red color
shade. The red variety of corundum is
called ruby so the stones of the more
intense red fall into this category: this
is indeed a pink sapphire and ruby
bracelet.
Mineral group – Corundum. The color varies
according to the amount of trace elements in
the stone.
Origin – Madagascar
Setting – 18kt rose gold.
Curiosities – Ancient sources refer that in
Indian culture rubies are worshipped as the
gemstone of the sun, the heart of the solar
system which is referred to as the “leader of
the nine planets”.
It is the gemstone for success in education
and career. It is also the perfect gift if you want
to acknowledge the pivotal role of a family
member.
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SUNSET ORANGE TENNIS BRACELET
Orange sapphires glow in this bracelet like
the blazes of a stunning sunset. Orange color
is flamboyant, dynamic, and radiates warmth
and energy that cheers you up and gives you
confidence. They would add zest to any outfit.
They have graced fashion for centuries and
they are always in style: in other words, they
are classic. Orange sapphires are known to be
inspirational for creative people, to add vitality
and to boost physical desire.

Gemstone – Sapphire in vivid orange
- to get this unusual orange color, this
sapphires are heated and beryllium is
added.
Mineral group – Corundum
Origin – Tanzania
Setting – 18kt yellow gold
Curiosities –The orange Sapphire is known
to bring warmth and physical comfort and
are connected to Mars, the planet of action.
Sapphire is the birthstone for September and
the official gemstone for the 45th anniversary.
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FLEUR DE LAVANDE TENNIS BRACELET
The name of these gemstones refers to the
unique show of blooming lavender fields
in French Provence. Violet is a rare color in
nature which makes these gemstones so
desirable. It is a feminine and romantic color
that expresses spirituality and authenticity, it
also stands for change.

Gemstone – Sapphire in lavender color
shade.
Mineral group – Corundum.
Origin – Umba Valley, Tanzania
Setting – Black crabs in 18kt white gold.
Curiosities - Pliny was already speaking
about the beauty of violet sapphires in an old
mineralogical study at the time of ancient
Rome.
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TSAVO GREEN TENNIS BRACELET
This bracelet reminds the green color shades
of African savannah. These gemstones are
thought to provide the wearer with strength,
vitality and positivity and it is also believed
to fortify the immune system. In Feng Shui
philosophy the green color of tsavorite is
supposed to carry the energy of wood, that is
associated to growth and the power to calm
down emotions.

Gemstone – Tsavorite in green color
shade
Mineral group – Garnet-Rare green grossular
garnet
Origin – Tsavo Park between Tanzania and
Kenya.
Setting – 18kt white gold.
Curiosities – The name tsavorite comes from
the place where is was discovered in 1967
by Scottish gemologist Campbell Bridges.
Later on Bridges together with Tiffany & Co.
introduced tsavorite to the world of jewelry. To
this day, Tsavo Park is the only source in the
world of tsavorite garnets.
It is the gemstone recommended for the 25th
anniversary.
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MINT GREEN TENNIS BRACELET
The bright mint color communicates a sense
of freshness and vitality. This vivid green
gemstones symbolize calmness, relaxation,
harmony together with growth and renewal.
Green is in fact the color of nature.

Gemstone – Tsavorite
Mineral group – Garnet - Rare green grossular
garnet.
Origin – Tsavo Park between Kenya and
Tanzania, to which tsavorite owes its name
and the only area in the world where it is
sourced.
Setting – 18kt yellow gold.
Curiosities - . An old Greek myth suggests
that garnets are connected with the renewal
of nature, while other old legends mention
garnets in association with love and friendship.
Garnet is the official birthstone for January
and the stone for the 2nd anniversary.
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CHAMPAGNE PINK TENNIS BRACELET
This impressive bracelet is composed of the
finest champagne-colored Malaya Garnets
with remarkable brilliance and “fire”, which
manifests itself in desirable flashes when
the stone is moved, like the bubbles in pink
champagne. It conveys cheerfulness, liveliness
and at the same time it is deeply rooted in the
ground.

Gemstone – Malaya
champagne pink

garnet

in

Mineral group – Garnet.
Origin – Umba valley between Tanzania and
Kenya.
Setting – 18kt rose gold.
Curiosities – It is one of the rarest hybrid
garnets, it was first discovered in 1969. The
term malaya comes from the Swaili word
malaia , which means that it does not fall into
any of the standard cast or garnet categories.
Garnets have inspired many legends about
love, friendship, light and vitality since the
Bronze Age. Garnet is the gemstone for the
second anniversary.
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CHAMELEON TENNIS BRACELET
Like a chameleon, the stones in this bracelet
will change color. They will turn from greenish
blue, to violet and red, according to the lighting
conditions from daylight to artificial light,
from early morning to late evening and from
fluorescent, incandescent or candle light.

Gemstone – Color change garnet.
Mineral group – Garnet.
Origin – Madagascar.
Setting – Blackened crabs in 18kt white gold.
Curiosities - The color change of this very rare
garnet is only comparable to that of the finest
Alexandrite.
Garnet is the birthstone of January.
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SILVER MOON TENNIS BRACELET
Only one transparent mineral on earth occurs
in this brilliant lustrous grey that shines as
silvery as the moon. This bracelet is extremely
versatile as it is shiny, modern and hi-tech
on one side, but also alluring, sparkling and
elegant on the other.

Gemstone – Grey Spinel
Mineral group – Spinel
Origin – Tanzania
Setting – 18kt white gold
Curiosities – Spinels can occur in all colors and
because of its high hardness and brilliance
in ancient times it was confused with better
known stones like rubies and sapphires. It was
only recognized as a separate mineral 150
years ago. The famous “Black Prince Ruby” in
the English Imperial state crown was revealed
to be a spinel in the late 1930s. The crown is
part of the crown jewels and can be admired
at the Tower of London.
The two largest spinels found weigh 520 carats
each, they are naturally formed octahedrons
and can be admired at the British Museum in
London.
Spinel is the birthstone for August and
official gemstone for the 22nd anniversary.
Traditionally silver represents the celebration
of the 25th anniversary
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STARLIGHT BLUE TENNIS BRACELET
It is the most brilliant among all blue gemstones
thanks to its high refractive index, these
starlights twinkle in this bracelet like the stars
above the temple of Angkor Wat in Cambodia.
One cannot help acknowledging their beauty
which leads any viewer to see more clearly
into their own potentiality. Stability and
strength of mind are believed to be associated
to starlight blue zircons and they are believed
to help control emotions and therefore acquire
stability, steadiness and patience.

Gemstone – Starlight or blue Zircon
Mineral group – Zircon.
Origin – Cambodia the only country where this
blue zircon is found.
Setting – 18kt white gold.
Curiosities – In ancient times zircon was
thought to protect from robbery, lightening,
bodily harm and disease. It is one of the twelve
stones set in the foundation of the city walls of
Jerusalem. It was much beloved in Victorian
jewelry which used large stones to ornate
rings and brooches.
Blue zircon is the birthstone for December and
the official gemstone for the 4th anniversary.
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